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SUMMARY 

In considering commercialization of research products,  a distinction 

should be made between that intended as an addition or improvement to 

existing technology and a research product that is novel and may require 

a much more comprehensive introduction to the marketplace.    A further 

distinction should be made between research products that are intended 

to enter and compete in the international markets,  and products that are 

essentially intended  for the domestic market. 

The logical emphasis for research in developing countries for some 

years to come will be towards those products that are additions or 

modifications to existing technology, particularly in the manner of 

adaptations of  local conditions to meet domestic purchasing power,  climatic 

conditions,  cultural preferences, manpower utilization and income dis- 

tribution.    Novel research products intended for international markets 

will require sophisticated technical, manufacturing and marketing eval- 

uations and an International brokerage agency, preferably associated 

with the United Nations, will be helpful in seeking contractors to 

assist in the work. 

The financing and managing of the commercialization of research 

products should be completely in the hands of parties responsible for 

the success of new product ventures. 

it 
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INTRODUCTION 

The commercialisation of R and D resulta in the form of modified 

or novel products, processes, or equipment depends upon "pull" excrrcJ 

by the buyers In the marketplace - unless the supply system is non- 

competitive and no choice of products is offered.  The "pull" or market 

demand is determined by the need of the potential buyer, the advertising 

proproganda to which he is exponed and by what is "fashionable". 

Unfortunately the buyer often purchases what he has been told to buy 

or that which is fashionable, rather than what he really needs.  But 

above all, the potential buyer can purchase only what he can afford, 

or somewhat beyond that if he decides to go Into debt. Before consid- 

ering international cooperation in the commercialization of R and D 

results, it scema appropriate to examine the type of R and D results and 

the market for which they are intended. 

I.  TYPES OF R AND D RESULTS AND THEIR MARKETS 

In considering the R and D/Research Product interrelationships two 

general cases occur, lue first is when the R and D result produces a 

modification and improvement to an established technology; the second 

case is when the R and D result is novel. The first, the modified 

research product, is the more common of the two and usually originates 

directly from the manufacturing environment or the marketplace. The 

sequence of stages is from the Industrial operation to engineering, to 

development, and than to research. In other words, the problem or the 

need for improvement is first felt in the industrial operation - to 

Improve the quality of the product being manufactured, to increase its 

rate of manufacture, to reduce the costs of manufacture, to improve its 

appearance and so on. The problem is then passed back to engineering 

which in som« casas amy not be equipped to solve it, in which case it 

passes back to the research stage. Since most technology in the world 
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is  established  technology, most   lndustrlal 
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In the  foreseeable  future the advanced countries are likely to show a 

continued reluctancy to substantially reduce tariffs and the  formation 

of common market araaa could be a means of  reaching a more equitable 

trading position for developing countries.    Thus coaaon aarket areas 

aight be established  for Southeast Asia,  Africa,  North Africa and the 

Middle East with expansion of the Andean Coaaon Market in Latin America. 

Whether the establishment of regional coaaon markets occurs,  the 

process of phasing down production, particularly of assemblage operations 

in countries with high labour costs and the transferring of  the production 

to less expensive,  intaraedlately    developed countries, will  continue. 

This trend which has baan expanding in recent years with the manuiactur 

of electronic equipaant will likely continue particularly in manufacturing 

operations which cannot be readily automated and where the  products are 

relatively high in value per unit  of weight and can be transported 

economically. 

The aechanisa by which the foregoing will occur is aainly through the 

action of transnational corporations.    These corporations will provide a 

package of technical "know-how", SMUtageaant capability, marketing capabil- 

ity and financial strength and ara in a position to set up And put into 

operation facilitiaa In new locations in minimum tine. 

The motivation of  transnationale lato acquire sources of raw materials, 

labour, markets and ratura on Invaetaent.    To gain the first  three of 

these in the future,  concessions will have to be Bade on the part of the 

fourth.     In many caaaa the concessions will come about by hard bargaining 

with the developing countries being the reservoir of many of the rev 

materials desired am« aaadad by the transnationale. 

*» Importent ampact la the transnational system for technology transfer 

and product commercialisation is the labour use.    In the paat the practice 

has beam to utilise mwvuloplag caaamy .nationals for asnas 1 labour input 

as contrasted to technical and ass agi rial.    An area for cooperation 



,-    in   'v.    tr.iiniiii'   oí    nationals   i or   ti'ihnical   and  managerial   po9ts,   so 

that   • hi'   transnational   rompann s   take  on  mort-   and  <\.orv   the  aspect  or   a 

"   * i   ;  11    -onpain    is  tint-   proceeds.     This   has   in   îart   been   the   cast'  in 

i   i •. i •   .    '    ''a'•'•,.•   ,    iiiitrv   Geograph i .-a 1 1 v  with  a   t e lat i ve 1 v    ;raall    population 

.'        .'. -at.      '. r a •  r, ir 1 ona I   corporations  have   hi en oft".five   in devel- 

;• .        Mt :t r .   during   the   last   SO   -ears  at   a   ro,    th.it    likeiy would 

'-i-.'Tt ai-t'.ii -I'd ii 100 or ISO vears without tort uai technology 

.< •• •, i' <• in'i] ¡.a. To lav, transnational cor-por.it ions operating in 

' '     c   '1',\i   canuii.ins   'Tor   ni,nits   to   board   ro'>ns. 

''  "• '• '    ar¡d   tcrchor development   h. s   -oc:-   tac   est abl i shroent   of 

- vi 1 opine ru   •   -t uor.-it i ort which,   -h:   -ugh '...ladiar,   investment, 

-   '   . li/'irc'     t' ' , i   n   ..perni ions.     in      t ¡rst   one   has   been  the 

-1:'-        rnor-.it. inn vhi -ti  operate;,  the   "largest   known,   c upper   dpposit 

H *n   t he   other   hand,   other  corporations  whic'    were   originally 

a    t»   id,   such  a:    „ana:.: i an  Pacific,   have   been broerht   into majority 

* .    >i '.in   iwr, rsmp  hv  sí ar      icquisition  bv Canadians over   the   years. 

'•• i"i ins  o'    ..^.. rating and  expanding the   intei relationship  of  trans- 

'•   '- '    '   . :  with   t   .   national   population   in  a developing   country   is through 

' l •'   nari:     ir.  o!   industrial   research  institutes   in those  countries which 

>i   . a   industrial   research   institutes,   more po   than a   university, 

hrivi    tcrhr.i, -illv   trained   people with orientation   towards  application of 

;<    ' i; i Often   the  institute   personnel   are   anxious   and  thirsting  for 

• ;-:!>••'-', rtee   or   a  practical   nature  and this  can  be   afforded  by  transnationals 

ir       "d  of   feasibility studies,   pre-production   studies,   testing,  adaptation 

work-,   technical   repair and maintenance  and on-going technical   services.     The 

. «operative   interplay would provide not   only an   opportunity  for  training of 

industrial   research  institute personnel,   but   in   rases  could  lead  to transfer 

of   nationals to  the permanent staff of  the  transnational  operation and 

the  assuming of responsible technical and managerial positions. 

WAITRO,   as an  international  association of non-profit  industrial research 

institutes set up  for the  strengthening of its  institutional members in 
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developing countries,  has been anxious to pronote the "research contract" 

philosophy amongst  its «sabers in developing countries.    As part of this 

philosophy, WAITIO is interested in extending the cooperative working 

relationship between transnationale and the scientists,  engineers and 

technologists of developing countries.    One of the greatest deficiencies 

in developing countries has been the lack of availability of opportunity 

for technically trained nationals to acquire useful on-the-job experience 

in industry.    It is only through exposure to practical work that cadres 

of developing country nationals capable of industrial management can be 

trained.    The most effective route for the commercialisation of R and D 

results  is throufh existing Industrial operations.    For many of the 

developing countries In which nationally owned industrial companies 

do not exist, the only immediate alternative is to use foreign-based 

companies.    In any caaes the operating arrangements that have been 

used by transnational« In the past must be liberslized in fsvour of 

developing countries.    An awareness of this fsct hss been expressed 

in recent years by traaanatioaals as «ell as developing countries. 

••    The Matlonal Market 

For the cosmerciallsstlon of ft and D results ss modifications of 

estsbliahed technology, the national or domestic merket does not demand 

as high or as rigid étendards as the international market.    Nevertheless 

rsssarch products entering the domestic markst must be safs (food ssfe 

to sat, electrical end mechanical safety and so forth) and reasonably 

consistent In quality.    Ovar a period of time the quality must riss, ulti- 

astsly to aaat foreign products which might otherwise capture the dom- 
estic market. 

The products la this category are consumer goods such ss clothes, uten- 

sils, houaeaold lintpaaae, furniture, housing products, and foods of 

national character.    TV Introduction of improvements to manufacturing 

practices must be threw** cooper s t ion with local aesoc ist lens of manu- 

facturers aad trade —I—a.   Tala la currently being carried out in 



Singapore by the Singapore  Institute of  Standards and  Industrial Research 

(SISIR) where a year-long campaign "Prosperity through Quality and Reliabil- 

ity Campaign" has been launched,   involving  70,000 workers    lud  300 industrial 

companies.     The cooperation of industrial manufacturers with a standards 

institute  is essential;   this problem is now being faced by ISIRI in Iran 

and   is one of very general occurrence.     In more advanced countries many 

areas of  the  industry have  set up their own codes of quality which are 

stroll y adhered to,   for example,   the dairy  industry  in the United States 

and  the Canadian Standards Association covering electrical applicances. 

International cooperation for establishment of standards  is provided 

by a wide range of agencies,   including UNIDO, national agencies such as 

the National  Bureau of Standirds  (U.S.)  which is holding a month-long 

workshop  in October,  1975 and through training and linkage projects 

provided by WAITR0.    The establishment of standards is a definite although 

indirect assistance in the commercialization of research products.    This 

applies particularly to improvements to products already in commercial 

production. 

International assistance  for the commercialization of R and D products 

to meet domestic markets in developing countries is available through a 

number of specialized agencies such as the  International Executive Service 

Corps which makes available for specific commercialization projects the 

assistance of retired successful American businessmen. 



III.  COMMERCIALIZING NOVEL R AND D RESULTS 

A.  The International Market 

The commercialization of novel R and D results receives little inter- 

national cooperation at the present time and what assistance does take 

place is often on an ad hoc basis. To meet this deficiency in some 

developing countries, a national development corporation has been set 

up to finance development.  For example the National Research Development 

Corporation has been set up in India and operates much along the same 

lines as its older counterpart, the NRDC in the United Kingdom. These 

organizations have met with limited success to the present.  Like most 

government operations, they are long on staff and red tape because they 

are funded from the National Treasury, and the time/dollar factor is 

low. A counterpart to these is ANVAR in France. 

Another type of structure that has been set up to assist commercial- 

ization in advanced countries have been development corporations such 

as the Research Corporation in the United States, the Canadian Patents 

and Development Corporation, and SERAI which carries out this function 

in Belgium. These agencies mainly act as licensing brokers for patents 

covering new inventions, although some will invest a limited amount of 

funds to bring an invention into commercialization. Normally the agency 

receives its remuneration as a share of royalties, usually in the amount 

of 25 to 60Z, for its se..  *s. Most of these agencies do not hava 

geographical limitations of their services and would likely handle the 

licensing of patents from developing countries. These agencies, however, 

often leave much to be desired as most novel research products require 

extensive pre-production engineering and feasibility before being ready 

for commercialization. The gap between a "laboratory research product" 

and a "commercial product" is often very large when measured in terms 

of time, money and frustration. In most countries, advanced and developing, 

this development gsp for novel product commercialization constitutes a 

formidable barrier. In the advanced countries it is solved by a combination 
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'¡it-   i us r ; t ,r.<    .      in  ,i   formative  stage  and  conceivably  the 

'•r .i   fori!'' .   Mtrni'tuie   tor   research  product   commercialization 

'm. ,   wti..-u   .,i -i.is i '.¡',  iiiiii'.ber   of   nove!   research  results 

t» '   t1  ion»    it        t tie   investigations  of  tropical  and  9ub- 

• • -i       •:. :     '  <     -•! 'i<H i......   t.    overcome   technological  problems 

..Ves,   .,   ,'. :.tri!   : nf t.-"i't ion  agency  may be  required   to 

uno r.. i a I : z.. t '. n    O:   the   products.        Such  an  agency  could 

'.    i   j.-   kit   :,;   r ] a< mi-,   ' easibi 1 í t v,   development   and  commercial- 

;.'r..'fi:   rt i.iva^   t ••   lew  products.      In  this way  the  information 

i   evaluating,   firanring,   managing  and marketing  in  the world 

e  :->,i>: i Mí/ed .     S.;.-h  at;   agency  could  be  associated with  the United 

,   K»'t   logic ili-   as  a   part   of  l:\'lf)0.     Such  an agency could be  a 

i roup  of   people who  have  had  experience with product  development 

:<• . i ; ial ization  -  not   to  undertake  studies,   but  to be equipped   to 

out   studies  to  input  sources throughout  the world.     Financing 

could be coverei!  half by the developing country involved and si ...lie 
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half by the United Nations (UNDP). Cost of operating the commercialization 

unit would be covered by a UN grant to UNIDO. 

The financing of the commercia11tation of new research products would 

be considered on individual bases. Oil-rich countries would likely handle 

financing on their own. Countries grouped on a regional basis, such as 

the Andean Group, would likely handle financing through a group arrange- 

ment, such a« the Andean Development Corporation. In som« cases the man- 

ufacture would be under licence to an existing commerlcal company. In 

other cases government (nationalized) financing and management would be 

used. 

It should be emphasized that the commercialization of research 

products should be guided by cost/benefit principles and therefore con- 

sidered in a completely practical light. The financial Involvement, both 

initial capitalization as well as for operation, Is high and success is 

usually related to the operators of the new product venture being directly 

accountable for the financial success. The pursuit of R and D is in a 

much lower financial category and the accountability is often more diffuse 

than it is for commercial production. Production is an operation strictly 

for the professionals - not for the theorists. 

B. The National Market 

The commercialization of novel products in the national market may 

receive International cooperation from a number of agencies, both inter- 

national and national, usually of a non-commercial type. The products 

that are most extensively backed are those which have a general benefit 

to the population of a country as a whole, such as the Improvement of 

the nutritional value of foods, methods and products for disease control, 

for birth control, and for crop protection. In most of these areas the 

eight regional branches of the consultative group on International 

agricultural research are activley involved. These Include: The Inter- 

national Rice Research Institute (IRRT),International Malte and Wheat 

Improvement Center (CTJtffT), International Institute of Tropical Agriculture 
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(MIA),   international  Center  of   Tropical   Agriculture   (CIAT),   International 

Cr„ps R,se,rch   Institute   for   the   Semi-Arid Tropics   (ICRISAT),   International 

P"t ..to tenter   ,UP),   International   Laboratory  for  Research on Animal  Dis- 

•M  • •*   lll.RA!».   an.1   the   International   Livestock Centre  for Africa   (ILCA). 

':WlU:i,'"U,n   lF   limted  to  the results produced  in  the  respective 
i nst it Ut I '• . 

••••..ris  ,r,  ..vMiahe   Iron, the  World  Bank and  fro. regional  dev.lop.ent 
h'^     "" ««erci.M lotion of  research results  in developing countries. 

"ime' i in 1 i z.ii ion n.-vel   R and D products that are not  represented  ..  _..,_  lIvrt   >.Epiea«ncea 

oroad  Une.it   to the  population d„ not receive direct  international 

""'   a'"'       >u'   rt,S("'h  agencies  developing novel  products «ay observe 
ti,e ;,iK>1, "sd  by  thtir     "«terparts in more advanced countries,  such 

»î.   •'••   -.nc oí   Satellit,   .oíanles  as practised by the Battelle Memorial 

Institute and B.C.   Research.     The  actual  co-erci.lir.tion of the product. 

is   urn. lv left   to the resources and entrepreneurial talent of the local 

research product   developer. 
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RECOMENDATIONS 

1. Research in developing countries should be directed towards adaptation 

of known technology. Most of the industrial operation of a country 

centers around known technology so that reaearch of this type affords 

the greatest impact on a country's econoay. 

2. Research products for a doaestic aarket are preferred In developing 

countries with high population to products distinctly geared to inter- 

national aarkets. 

3- Commercialisation needs will be greatest for novel research resulta 

entering an international aarket. An International brokerage, associated 

with UNIDO, is suggested as a means of soliciting informational input 

from international sources. 

4. The coaaerclalltation of research results does not lend itself to 

loose cooperation, but is a strictly business venture requiring 

defined roles, responsiblities, and returns on the part of the 

•sabers of the partnership and a clear-cut accountability of the 

operators. 

5. Formation of common aarket areas in developing countries of the 

world is suggested as a means of increasing trade. 

man« 
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